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                                "We love living here! I don't think we'll renew as we are looking for more space in ideally a 1-2 bedroom for under $4000 but would still highly recommend Rockwell"
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                                    Miranda

                                    March 20, 2024
                                    5
                                

                            

                        

														                        
                            
                                "Living at 66 Rockwell has been an absolute pleasure. The modern amenities, spacious layouts, and stunning views make it a standout choice for urban living. The location is unbeatable, with easy access to restaurants, shops, and transportation. The staff is friendly and responsive, ensuring a smooth and enjoyable resident experience.…"
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                                "I finally figured out how to play music in the sky lounge, although I wish the space didn't smell so strongly of stale cinnamon mixed with plastic"
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                                "Living here is great as always. Appreciate the quick help with recent maintenance plumbing requests. Also, love how now the TVs in common areas have displays of local activites, weather and subways - super helpful!"
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                                "I love the peaceful environment. The neighborhood is great. The building is nice and clean. The staff is very nice and helpful. Neighbors are also nice and friendly."
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                                "Since we moved to this community, we have lived only good memories because the building and its staff provide an extraordinary service and experience."
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                                "I love the way I am greeted by either Melanie or Daniel. There is warmth in the air at Rockwell! I find held and supported by this beautiful community!"
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                                "My experience at 66 has been a ride 7 years and had only one issue about race with the last manager she talked to me like I was beneath her , so disrespectful and like I should kiss her hand and feet very dismissive, again like I said one incident…"
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                                "Been here for over 10 years and it remains to feel Safe and comfortable. All of the concierges are always helpful and attentive. Love the same now as i have 10 years ago"
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                                "I love living here! The staff are friendly, packages are dealt with safely, and maintenance is the best! I loved the holiday decor Rockwell set up as well."
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                                "The eos is a bit over priced for what it is. But no complaints in regards to the building. The staff is great and the building is clean. The building is good"
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                                "Has been a great start to the winter here! Loved the candle making class, and excited to see the Christmas party as well. Also had great experience with maintenance last month."
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                                "Great building, but the views will soon be blocked in every direction. Construction proceeds at a dizzying pace in the surrounding area....."
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            Ready to visit? 
Schedule private  tour today.        
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